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FINDING OBLIGATION: FOUNDATION 

FOR A MORE ACCOUNTABLE 

SECURITY COUNCIL 
Carolyn M Evans* 

Accountability and respect for the rule of law are conduct standards now routinely imposed on other 

actors by the United Nations Security Council, but the relationship of the Council itself to these 

standards remains uncertain. Two possible steps to attain a more accountable Security Council, short 

of reforming the Charter of the United Nations, are explored in this article. First, reconceiving legal 

accountability opens up possibilities for creating a pattern of accountable conduct, based on 

obligations arising from principles associated with the rule of law. Second, to make that a reality, the 

article suggests refocusing on the voting power of elected Council members (rather than the much-

debated veto power of permanent members). Deploying that power to change the Council's formal 

rules for conducting its business may be one means by which to have the Council lead by example, 

recognising that accountability gives meaning and value to the rule of law, and the rule of law and 

decision-making effectiveness can be mutually reinforcing. As well, far from creating rules for their 

own sake, these steps could have a profound impact on the influence of elected members in Council 

decision-making processes. 

I INTRODUCTION: ACCOUNTABILITY AS A CONDUCT 
STANDARD 

As conduct standards in international law, accountability and the rule of law may not have 

unequivocal definitions, nor uncontested application to international organisations as legal persons. 

They do, however, have a clear presence in United Nations Security Council decision-making, as 

measured by the content of its formal decisions. At a headline level, for example, in approximately 

  

*  PhD Candidate, Faculty of Law, University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia. Thanks are due to an 

anonymous reviewer for very welcome insights, and to participants for their thought-provoking interchange 

on a draft of this article presented at the "International Organisations and the Rule of Law: Perils and Promise" 

Symposium (Victoria University of Wellington, 7 December 2015), especially to Alberto Costi as moderator 

of the related discussion session. 
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1220 Council resolutions passed from 1996 onwards,1 a full text search found the phrase "rule of law" 

in more than 250 resolutions and "accountability" in approaching 200, within which some 110 

resolutions referred to both.2 Thus, when the Council asserts its authority in resolutions exhorting, 

requesting or requiring action by others, it routinely seeks to impose accountability and/or the rule of 

law as part of its decision.  

The Council does not, however, appear to have adopted a like obligation for itself, and, since the 

United Nations' earliest years, opposing viewpoints on the Council's relationship to the rule of law 

and accountability have been in evidence. For example, John Foster Dulles3 asserted that it is "not a 

body that merely enforces agreed law [but] is a law unto itself".4 In contrast, on the United Nations 

as an international organisation (not excluding the Council), Clyde Eagleton put to the Hague 

Academy of International Law that:5 

It is a fundamental principle of international law that a state—a legal person under that law—must provide 

itself with the means of meeting its international obligations. … If the United Nations is a legal person 

having obligations and responsibility for their performance, the United Nations will be expected to have 

the means at its disposal for so doing. 

Similar views are found in extensive contemporary scholarship that does not accept that the 

Council is above the law. Simon Chesterman provides one such example:6 

In strict legal terms, the Council's powers are exercised subject to the Charter and norms of jus cogens. 

More importantly, however, the Council's authority derives from the rule of law—respect for its decisions 

depends on respect for the Charter and international law more generally. 

Then-United Nations Secretary-General Kofi Annan presumably included the United Nations in 

his assertion that for the rule of law "all persons, institutions and entities, public and private, including 

  

1  From around which time improvements in document scanning technologies facilitate more reliable text 

searching. 

2  Search conducted using the United Nations Official Document System online: see <documents.un.org>. All 

searches for this article used the same methodology and included resolutions up to 31 December 2015. 

3  A long time public figure in the United States, Dulles participated in the San Francisco "Conference on 

International Organization" and later became United States Secretary of State for much of the 1950s. 

4  John Foster Dulles War or Peace (Harrap, London, 1950) at 194.  

5  Clyde Eagleton "International Organization and the Law of Responsibility" (1950) 76 Collected Courses of 

The Hague Academy of International Law 385, at 402. 

6  Simon Chesterman "I'll Take Manhattan: The International Rule of Law and the United Nations Security 

Council" (2009) 1 Hague Journal on the Rule of Law 67 at 73. 
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the State itself, are accountable to laws".7 Reading such views to include the Security Council is 

reinforced by at least one judicial statement, in Prosecutor v Tadic:8 

The Security Council is thus subjected to certain constitutional limitations, however broad its powers 

under the constitution may be … neither the text nor the spirit of the Charter conceives of the Security 

Council as legibus solutus (unbound by law). 

However, several obstacles still appear to separate the Council's decision making process from 

the rule of law and accountability, beginning with how such concepts are understood and what related 

obligations international organisations (and their organs) may have. The rule of law remains "a 

remarkably slippery concept",9 and despite "its increasingly frequent invocation by international 

lawyers, the concept of 'accountability' has not acquired a clearly defined legal meaning".10 As well, 

in international relations scholarship "there is no general consensus" and accountability, 11  a 

"chameleon-like term",12 has become "a synonym for many loosely defined political desiderata, such 

as good governance, transparency, equity, democracy, efficiency, responsiveness, responsibility and 

integrity".13  

  

7  The Rule of Law and Transitional Justice in Conflict and Post-conflict Societies: Report of the Secretary-

General SC Res 616, S/2004/616 (2004).  

8  Prosecutor v Dusko Tadic a/k/a 'Dulé' (Appeal on Jurisdiction) ICTY Appeals Chamber, IT-94-1-AR72, 2 

October 1995, (1996) 35 ILM 32 at [28].  

9  Jeremy Matam Farrall United Nations Sanctions and the Rule of Law (Cambridge University Press, 

Cambridge, 2007) at 25. 

10  Jutta Brunnée "International Legal Accountability through the Lens of the Law of State Responsibility" (2005) 

36 Netherlands Yearbook of International Law 3 at 22. 

11  Mark Bovens "Two Concepts of Accountability: Accountability as a Virtue and as a Mechanism" (2010) 33 

West European Politics 946 at 949; also implicit in Alexander H Trechsel "Reflexive Accountability and 

Direct Democracy" (2010) 33 West European Politics 1050; Jennifer Rubenstein "Accountability in an 

Unequal World" (2007) 69 Journal of Politics 616; Philippe C Schmitter "The Ambiguous Virtues of 

Accountability" (2004) 15(4) Journal of Democracy 47; David Held "Democratic Accountability and Political 

Effectiveness from a Cosmopolitan Perspective" (2004) 39 Government and Opposition 364; and Robert O 

Keohane "The Concept of Accountability in World Politics and the Use of Force" (2003) 24 Michigan Journal 

of International Law 1121. 

12  Richard Mulgan "'Accountability': An Ever-Expanding Concept?" (2000) 78 Public Administration 555 at 

555. 

13  Bovens, above n 11, at 946. 
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Without venturing here to define these terms in detail, development of articles on the 

responsibility of international organisations by the United Nations' International Law Commission14 

seems a positive step in a likely direction, since they establish that an "internationally wrongful act of 

an international organization entails the international responsibility of that organization".15 However, 

the proposed articles on the responsibility of international organizations (ARIO) may prove to be of 

limited assistance in strengthening the accountability of international organisations if (eventually) 

implemented, as the concept engaged is limited to ex post facto responsibility for internationally 

wrongful acts,16 and relies on the organisation having relevant rules in place.17 As well, finding a 

forum for judicial review in which the complainant has standing is not easy when judicial review 

under international law generally remains problematic,18 and a complaint must avoid being stumped 

by the complexities of control and attribution,19 or relevant immunities (since the United Nations may 

have immunity from prosecution,20 even absolute immunity21). 

  

14  Of which the General Assembly has taken note: Resolution adopted by the General Assembly on 9 December 

2011 GA Res 66/100, A/RES/66/100 (2011). 

15  Article 3. 

16  Article 4. 

17  Which, for example, the United Nations did not have for quite some time regarding peacekeeper misconduct. 

On misconduct generally see Anne Orford "The Politics of Collective Security" (1996) 17 Michigan Journal 

of International Law 373; and "Sexual Exploitation and Abuse by UN Peacekeeping Personnel" (Update 

Report No 3, Security Council Report, 20 February 2006). 

18  Continuing on peacekeeping, for an overview of legal issues see Terry D Gill "Legal Aspects of the Transfer 

of Authority in UN Peace Operations" (2011) 42 Netherlands Yearbook of International Law 37; for historical 

background on courts generally see Benedict Kingsbury "International courts: uneven judicialisation in global 

order" in James Crawford and Martti Koskenniemi (eds) The Cambridge Companion to International Law 

(Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2012) 203. 

19  See for example Róisíne Burke "Status of Forces Deployed on UN Peacekeeping Operations: Jurisdictional 

Immunity" (2011) 16 Journal of Conflict & Security Law 63; Róisíne Burke Troop Discipline and sexual 

offences by UN's response: Moving beyond the current status quo? (Working Paper No 1.5, ANU Centre for 

International Governance and Justice, 9 December 2011). 

20  See generally August Reinisch and Ulf Andreas Weber "In the Shadow of Waite and Kennedy: The 

Jurisdictional Immunity of International Organizations, The Individual's Right of Access to the Courts and 

Administrative Tribunals as Alternative Means of Dispute Settlement" (2004) 1 International Organizations 

Law Review 59 at 59. See more specifically Al Jazeera "UN 'immune' from Haiti cholera lawsuit" (10 January 

2015) <www.aljazeera.com>. 

21  Mothers of Srebrenica v State of the Netherlands and the United Nations, Supreme Court of The Netherlands 

10/04437, 13 April 2012.  
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Various reform initiatives have been mooted almost since the United Nations' inception,22 but, 

other than one increase in its size,23 the Council has remained effectively unscathed. Prompted by the 

omnibus reform package put by Kofi Annan's 2005 report In Larger Freedom, for example, states 

invested considerable effort in quite a range of proposals.24 Just those said to be intended to bolster 

legitimacy, by a more representative Council, included increasing permanent members (with or 

without a veto power), creating a type of semi-permanent membership, or removing the veto power 

altogether. However, no draft resolution was put to a vote.25 It is also not certain that such proposals 

would have achieved their stated objectives if, first, adopted and, second, not blocked by the Council's 

permanent members under art 108 of the Charter of the United Nations.26 Ian Hurd, for example, 

suggests that the underpinning claims are "either logically inconsistent or empirically implausible".27 

Certainly, although arithmetically defensible, increasing Council membership to improve its 

legitimacy28 seems particularly implausible without representatives having attendant obligations and 

accountability for them. For example, there is nowhere a guide to whether and how Council members 

should vote to express the interests of the United Nations membership that they represent, as opposed 

to just voicing their (narrow) national interests.  

For the purposes at hand, although not seeking to embrace the entire gamut of values suggested 

by a 'thick' rule of law concept, the rule of law is still taken as more than the bare procedural 

  

22  For example see Report of the Open-ended Working Group on the Question of Equitable Representation on 

and Increase in the Membership of the Security Council and Other Matters related to the Security Council 

A/58/47 (2004). 

23  Question of equitable representation on the Security Council and the Economic and Social Council GA Res 

1991, A/Res/1991 (1963). 

24  In larger freedom: towards development, security and human rights for all - Report of the Secretary-General 

A/59/2005 (2005). 

25  See generally Ian Hurd "Myths of Membership: The Politics of Legitimation in UN Security Council Reform" 

(2008) 14 Global Governance 199. For a comprehensive coverage see Joachim Müller (ed) Reforming the 

United Nations: The Struggle for Legitimacy and Effectiveness (Martinus Nijhoff, Lieden, 2006) at pt 1, s 2; 

and for a summary view see Spencer M Zifcak "United Nations Reform: Heading North or South?" (2006) 

18(3) Global Change, Peace & Security 135. 

26  Charter of the United Nations 1 UNTS 16 (opened for signature 26 June 1945, entered into force 24 October 

1945). 

27  Hurd, above n 25, at 199. 

28  Through more proportional representation of the General Assembly, which is now four times the size it was 

when the United Nations was inaugurated and approaching twice the size it was when the Council was 

increased from 11 to 15 members. 
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correctness of a 'thin' formalist approach.29 It is sufficient here that, to the extent that the Council's 

capacity to expect compliance with its edicts flows from international law, relevant principles could, 

concomitantly, also be drawn from international law. Then, assuming a positive and productive 

relationship between the rule of law and accountability,30 the question is: could obligations of the 

Council be found, in order to provide a basis for conduct standards consistent with the rule of law? If 

so, how, then, to reinforce the rule of law by attaining a more accountable Security Council, short of 

changing the Charter? Two possibilities are explored in this article.  

First, reconceiving legal accountability points to possibilities for achieving a pattern of proactively 

accountable conduct aligned to principles associated with the rule of law. Sample principles are 

canvassed, in light of how their application might engender accountability in Council decision-making 

(including subjecting Council decision making to the rule of law).  

Second, refocusing on voting by the Council's ten elected members (E10) shows they could 

choose to become an effective counterweight to the five permanent members (P5), and thus have the 

power to make accountable conduct a reality. E10 voting power is essential to every Council decision, 

and could be deployed to establish the foundation for Council accountability. Moreover, by enabling 

the E10 as a pervasively active ingredient in Council decision-making, elected members may then be 

poised to deliver on the promise identified by Inis Claude in 1945:31 

Though members elected by the General Assembly cannot hope to dominate [the Security Council] they 

may be quite influential. It remains to be seen how important these elective functions will be. 

II RECONCEIVING ACCOUNTABILITY 

The ordinary meaning of accountability demonstrates the inherently relational nature of the term. 

That is, having a "liability to account for and answer for one's conduct, performance of duties" 

presupposes a relationship with another party, to whom the account is due.32 Scholarly application 

  

29  See generally Brian Tamanaha "The History and Elements of the Rule of Law" [2012] Singapore Journal of 

Legal Studies 232; Armin von Bogdandy and Michael Ioannidis "Systemic Deficiency in the Rule of Law: 

what it is, what has been done, what can be done" (2014) 51 Common Market Law Review 59; and Martin 

Krygier "The Security Council and the rule of law: some conceptual reflections" in Jeremy Farrall and Hilary 

Charlesworth (eds) Strengthening the Rule of Law through the Security Council (Routledge, Abingdon, 2016). 

30  For an overview in context of the Security Council, see generally Farrall, above n 9. 

31  Inis J Claude Jr "A Scholar's Beginnings: A Study of the San Francisco Charter" (1999) 40 Virginia Journal 

of International Law 311 at 316. Written in 1945 while he was still being demobilised, this paper remained in 

his memorabilia from his Army service and unpublished until this time. 

32  "Oxford English Dictionary" <www.oed.com> [OED].  
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voices that relational aspect: for example, in Ruth Grant and Robert Keohane's typology of 

accountability mechanisms in world politics:33  

Accountability … implies that some actors have the right to hold other actors to a set of standards, to judge 

whether they have fulfilled their responsibilities in the light of those standards, and to impose sanctions if 

they determine that these responsibilities have not been met. 

Legal accountability is one of seven types they identify and describe in terms of holding an actor 

accountable, this holding accountable also being broadly the approach in the ARIO.34 

To glean more from this relational nature, three aspects of accountability are discussed in this 

section as potential stepping stones to finding obligations for the Council. 

A Model of Accountability 

If a model is to represent the larger world on which it is based, then the Weltanschauung35 or 

world-view it embodies is crucial to the model's design. This means that diverse, even divergent, 

Weltanschauungen within or between those concerned with the Security Council may impede 

distilling a rationale for any model of its accountability. In particular, characterising the relationship 

differently may have profound consequences for discerning obligation(s) arising from that 

relationship.  

For example, expecting an international organisation to conform to a government model often 

prompts (contentious) expectations that the United Nations will mimic a representational democracy 

model of accountability. In turn, this tends to cast accountability as a necessary foundation for 

democracy, 36 highlight a democratic deficit and be confounded by the lack of a demos.37 This 

approach to remaking the United Nations to achieve greater accountability seems a dim and distant 

prospect at least as long as the United Nations becoming a world government (democratic or 

  

33  Ruth W Grant and Robert O Keohane "Accountability and Abuses of Power in World Politics" (2005) 99(1) 

American Political Science Review 29 at 29. 

34  At 29. 

35  From German, a "particular philosophy or view of life; a concept of the world held by an individual or a 

group": OED, above n 32. 

36  Grant and Keohane, above n 33; Joseph S Nye "Globalization's Democratic Deficit: How to Make 

International Institutions More Accountable" (2001) 80(4) Foreign Affairs 2; and Jeremy Matam Farrell 

"Does the UN Security Council Compound the Global Democratic Deficit?" (2009) 46 Alberta Law Review 

913. 

37  See Robert Dahl "Can International Organizations be Democratic? A Skeptic's View" in Ian Shapiro and 

Casiano Hacker-Cordon (eds) Democracy's Edges (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1999); and Nye, 

above n 36 . 
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otherwise) is itself contested. This also shows how divergences in world-views may more 

fundamentally impede deriving accountability obligations, simply by undermining agreement on the 

basis for a model.  

From another perspective, international law's functionalist approach to international organisations 

could be seen to imply a delegation model of accountability. Powers are passed from one actor to 

another, so the consequent view of accountability centres on the use of those powers and whether, for 

example, such use has been ultra vires.38 However, without a ready means of formally adjusting the 

powers delegated over time and as circumstances change, mission creep seems unavoidable, and an 

obvious problem for the Council. It is clear that "the idea that international peace and security could 

be threatened by civil strife or serious violations of human rights had not yet arisen" in 1945,39  nor 

had phenomena such as failed states or international terrorism. Accordingly the Council has, arguably 

at least, had little alternative but to go beyond the powers explicit in the Charter.40 Leaving aside 

whether extension of its reach has been reasonable, any such necessity has, however, been untempered 

by an accepted model of accountability to provide a conduct standard that would require, for example, 

a record of collective reasoning by which the Council finds its decision intra vires. 

The Security Council is not, for the present, part of a world government, and, in the interests of 

international peace and security, may have little alternative to evolving its purposes beyond the 

explicit words of the Charter. That is not, however, sufficient reason to give up on subjecting the 

Council to the rule of law (however defined), and some model of legal accountability (consistent with 

the rule of law definition adopted). Many other models of accountable decision making are found in 

various forms of deliberative assembly.41 Such an assembly is distinguished from a pejoratively-

  

38  See for example Danesh Sarooshi International Organizations and their Exercise of Sovereign Powers 

(Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2005): the distinction between delegation or conferral etc is not crucial for 

this discussion.  

39  Bardo Fassbender "The Security Council: Progress is Possible but Unlikely" in Antonio Cassese (ed) 

Realizing Utopia: The Future of International Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2012) 55. 

40  For example, in the administration of territories (such as Timor) and the creation of judicial bodies (such as 

the International Criminal Tribunals for Rwanda and for the former Yugoslavia). 

41  In the language of parliamentary rules and procedures, for example:  

The kind of gathering to which parliamentary law is applicable is known as a deliberative assembly. 

This expression was used by Edmund Burke to describe the English Parliament … it became the 

basic term for a body of persons meeting [under certain conditions] to discuss and determine upon 

common action. 

See Sarah Corbin Robert and others Robert's Rules of Order: Newly Revised (10th ed, Da Capo Press, Boston, 

2000) at xxv. See also description of relevant conditions at 1–2. 
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termed "talking shop"42 by its capacity for making formal, binding rules for its members (whatever 

form those legal persons may have). Thus, the more pressing question should be whether the decisions 

the Council makes and the rules it delivers are actually compelling,43 since without compliance, 

Council decisions mean little. As the representative of the United Arab Republic44 urged in 1958, 

"non-compliance with a decision of the Security Council, whatever it might be, was more serious than 

the dispute itself, and even than … aggression with its tragic consequences".45  

Thus, the scope and details of Council accountabilities seem unlikely to be settled in the absence 

of a foundational model for relevant relationships. One approach could be to elaborate a model of the 

United Nations embracing its complexities and subtleties as a quasi-government, to some extent 

observable in the broad direction of Charter reform initiatives. However, as noted earlier, these have 

been singularly unsuccessful. Perhaps that genre of change cannot be made digestible when the 

organisation's fundamental design is otherwise, in that international organisations "are not intended 

to be proto-states or governments in the making" as put by José Alvarez.46 

Alternatively, one could more simply seek a firmer foundation in the positive facts of the Council's 

relationships now, rather than how they may be in the future, or possibly ought to be in an ideal world. 

One might suggest that the first relationship of concern is to members of the Council itself. That is, 

what relationship does the Council as a whole perceive with its members, and for what conduct ought 

the Council (collectively) or the members (individually) account to each other? Further, since all 

members of the Council must be drawn from the General Assembly under art 23 of the Charter, the 

same questions might be put in relation to the Assembly's expectation of the Council (including for 

its decisions) and its members (for example, for their performance as representatives). Showing 

  

42  See for example Inis L Claude "Collective Legitimization as a Political Function of the United Nations" (1966) 

20 International Organization 367 at 372; Leo Gross "Voting in the Security Council and the PLO" (1976) 70 

AJIL 470 at 484, n 66 and 490; and compare a useful talking shop in Kenneth Anderson "United Nations 

Collective Security and the United States Security Guarantee in an Age of Rising Multipolarity: The Security 

Council as the Talking Shop of Nations" (2009) 10 Chicago Journal of International Law 55. 

43  See Louis Henkin How Nations Behave (2nd ed, Columbia University Press, New York, 1979); Tom Tyler 

Why People Obey the Law (Yale University Press, New Haven, 1990); Tom Tyler, Patrick E Callahan and 

Jeffrey Frost "Armed, and Dangerous (?): Motivating Rule Adherence Among Agents of Social Control" 

(2007) 41 Law and Society Review 457; and Tom Tyler and Avital Mentovich "Punishing Collective Entities" 

(2010) 19 JL & Poly 203. 

44  Which was then the union of Egypt and Syria, in place from 21 February 1958 until Syria "resumed its separate 

membership" on 13 October 1961. Egypt continued to use this name until 2 September 1971, then changing 

its name to the Arab Republic of Egypt. See United Nations "Growth in United Nations membership, 1945-

present" <www.un.org>. 

45  Security Council Official Records: 964th Meeting Record S/PV.964 (1961) at [142]–[143]. 

46  José E Alvarez International Organizations as Law-makers (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2005) at 15. 
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accountability in at least those relationships would be a material step forward, whichever 

Weltanschauung in relation to the Council may win through in the future. 

B Scope of Accountability 

An episode-by-episode view of conduct (with the prospect of holding accountable those found to 

have breached relevant rules) is necessary, but lopsided: it conceives of accountability only as a 

restraint, such as in the ARIO notion of ex post facto responsibility for internationally wrongful acts. 

However, a paucity of safeguards around Council decision making points to the fundamental 

shortcoming of only holding accountable: the lack of preventative measures to guard against errors or 

excesses in the use of power, more so than gaps in legal apparatus to prosecute possibly wrongful acts 

(or omissions, under the ARIO). By additionally seeing accountability as a pattern of conduct over 

time, the systematic accretion of accountable behaviour (shown in a system of principled decision 

making, for example) may speak to a different outcome than would the summation of episodic 

findings on alleged failures.47 Importantly, this perspective affords the prospect of safeguards in 

decision-making, echoing benefits from checks and balances intended to guard against abuse of public 

power in some forms of government.48  

If a model based on extant relationships of the Council could express why it ought to be 

accountable, framing Council accountability consistent with this broader scope would provide a more 

complete structure for establishing to what the model would apply. In effect, though, the combination 

still lacks depth from specific content. This may be solved by making explicit what the Council should 

render an account on, beyond the nominal reporting requirement under art 15(1) of the Chapter.49 One 

could suggest, for example, if the members of the Council are said to represent (be the voice of) the 

wider United Nations membership, they should collectively account for their decisions: as they are 

being made, as well as after the results of the decision become known. Rules as to their obligations in 

  

47  This contrast was inspired by Philip Selznick's approach to the rule of law. His analysis ranged over, among 

other things, concerns that institutions (especially if weak or under-developed) may need to be reinforced by 

engagement with the principles behind rules, that both preventative and post-operative measures are relevant, 

and that government and non-government power and its wielders ought be subject to the rule of law. See 

Philip Selznick "Legal Cultures and the Rule of Law" in Martin Krygier and Adam Czarnota (eds) The Rule 

of Law after Communism: Problems and Prospects in East-Central Europe (Ashgate, Aldershot, 1999) 21 at 

26. 

48  Without at all suggesting that a government model ought to apply, merely that such measures are a valuable 

feature of that system. 

49  Also given in art 24(3) in less detail. The performance on this, by the Council, largely has been anodyne at 

best, and the response by the Assembly is hard to describe in terms any more positive. See Bruno Simma and 

others (eds) The Charter of the United Nations: A Commentary (3rd ed, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 

2012) vol 1 at 777. 
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making their decisions are then needed to shape that account, and would presumably be based on 

international law as the origin of the Council's right to make decisions. 

C Principles for Accountability 

An accountability model remains moot, even hypothetical, unless it brings applicable standards 

or parameters for evidencing accountability. These might show, for example, that there is more to 

Council decision making than the "notorious selectiveness" pointed out by Martii Koskenniemi.50 

Articulating conduct standards in an accountability model for the Council thus probably entails 

various principles of (public) international law, especially those related to the exercise of (public) 

power, in line with Benedict Kingsbury's view:51 

"Publicness" is immanent in public law in national democratic jurisprudence, and increasingly in global 

governance, where it applies to public entities rather than to identifiable global publics.  

Some possible inclusions may be self-evident. Since opaque processes obscure necessary 

information, any accountability model probably presupposes transparency. 52  Also, Christopher 

Michaelsen observes that as "a general principle of law, some form of proportionality is found in most 

legal systems",53 and it "is often considered to be a fundamental element of regulatory policy and 

public administration". 54  Accordingly, expecting proportionate responses in Council decisions 

appears well warranted, perhaps all the more so if the Council is taken as a public entity and/or 

exercising public power. Certainly, Council deliberations are unlikely to be the poorer for including 

explanation of how a response is constructed as proportionate to the problem addressed.  

In finding a foundational principle for the obligations of the Council in its core activities of 

deliberating and deciding,55 Christine Chinkin and Hilary Charlesworth provide a compelling cue:56 

  

50  Martii Koskenniemi "The Place of Law in Collective Security" (1996) (17) Mich J Intl L 455 at 460. 

51  Benedict Kingsbury "The Concept of 'Law' in Global Administrative Law" (2009) 20 EJIL 23 at 23. 

52  However defined. See for example Grant and Keohane (2005), above n 33; see also Jeremy Matam Farrall 

(2007), above n 9. 

53  Christopher Michaelsen "Human Rights as Limits for the Security Council: A Matter of Substantive Law or 

Defining the Application of Proportionality?" (2014) 19 Journal of Conflict & Security Law 451 at 464. 

54  At 466. 

55  Of course, the Council also provides a forum for diplomatic interchange and so on.  

56  Christine Chinkin and Hilary Charlesworth "Building Women into Peace: the international legal framework" 

(2006) 27 Third World Quarterly 937 at 943. 
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If international law is understood as a method of controlling the use and abuse of power, it can provide 

protection against arbitrary determinations and unfettered discretion and therefore a basis for 

accountability. 

In that context, identifying what may constitute arbitrariness potentially turns on the nature of 

power asserted, although Martin Krygier takes the view that "the rule of law is opposed to arbitrariness 

in the exercise of significant power, whoever is doing the exercise" including non-state power 

exercised by "oligarchs, Mafiosi, warlords, tribal elders, Al-Qaida, business executives or university 

administrators".57 

The precise character of the Council's power (whether public or private, for example) may, from 

that perspective, be less the issue than that it is significant, which can hardly be in doubt. As elsewhere 

spelt out by Krygier:58 

Arbitrariness is a specific and obnoxious vice when added to power. … There are many other vices which 

depend on the substance of the law, but arbitrary power is vicious enough even without them and moreover 

can be vicious even when the substance is fine. 

Accordingly, that Council decisions be 'not arbitrary' is advanced here as a possible principle on 

which to begin standards for Council decision making, noting that the general meaning of arbitrary is 

"dependent upon will or pleasure … discretionary, not fixed … from mere opinion or preference; not 

based on the nature of things; hence, capricious, uncertain".59  

Setting a legal standard for 'not arbitrary' would be no simple matter. For example, Benedict 

Kingsbury aligns arbitrary with unjustifiable",60 contrasting it to "deliberative",61 and with his co-

authors casts arbitrary as equivalent to unauthorised in connection to accountability.62 For Timothy 

Endicott:63 

  

57  Krygier, above n 29, at 15. 

58  At 15. 

59  OED, above n 32. 

60  Kingsbury, above n 51, at 37. 

61  At 47. 

62  Benedict Kingsbury and others "Foreword: Global Governance as Administration – National and 

Transnational Approaches to Global Administrative Law" (2005) 68(3) Law and Contemporary Problems 1 

at 4. 

63  Timothy Endicott "Arbitrariness" (2014) 27 (1) CJLJ 49 at 49. See also his discussion of arbitrary in Timothy 

Endicott "The Reason of the Law" (2003) 48 Am J Juris 83. 
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Arbitrariness is a lack of reason. … Arbitrary government is a distinct form of unreasonable government; 

it is a departure from the rule of law, in favour of rule by the mere will of the rulers. 

These examples illustrate the adjectival use of arbitrary common in legal scholarship, reflecting 

the general meaning without being formally theorised. This is also seen in case law. In general 

international case law, for example, Case Concerning Elettronica Sicula SpA (ELSI) appears to stand 

alone in dealing with defining arbitrary as a term.64 The majority of the International Court of Justice 

saw arbitrary conduct as "a wilful disregard of due process of law, an act which shocks, or at least 

surprises, a sense of juridical propriety".65 Their view has been given only modest scholarly attention 

and not further refined.66  

Elsewhere, arbitrary is put opposite to the fair and equitable treatment standard in international 

law of investment,67 or justifiable in national administration of international trade ("arbitrary or 

unjustifiable discrimination between countries").68 The United Nations Human Rights Committee has 

noted that "'arbitrariness' is not to be equated with 'against the law', but must be interpreted more 

broadly to include elements of inappropriateness, injustice, lack of predictability and due process of 

law".69 That is, an unjust result that complies with relevant law, for example, is not necessarily 

protected by that compliance, and might still be adjudged arbitrary. 

Each of these interpretations acknowledges a quality that could be appropriate and valuable when 

embraced in decision making by powerful agents: if not an immediately applicable rule, then at least 

an importable maxim. That said, a firmer, well-theorised definition would still not be a complete 

answer with respect to the Security Council. Simply avoiding arbitrary decisions seems a spartan view 

  

64  Case Concerning Elettronica Sicula SpA (ELSI) (United States of America v Italy) (Judgment) [1989] ICJ 

Rep 15. 

65  At [128]. 

66  See F A Mann "Foreign Investment in the International Court of Justice: The ELSI Case" (1992) 86 AJIL 92 

at 99, in which he summarises that "there had to be evidence to show that the act was unreasonable, capricious, 

incapable of rational foundation". See also Kurt J Hamrock "The ELSI Case: Toward an International 

Definition of 'Arbitrary' Conduct" (1992) 27 Tex Intl LJ 837. This student case note is helpful in proffering 

four tests that "are common to both civil and common law jurisdictions", but still relies on qualitative, 

contextual terms such as improper, irrelevant or unreasonable. 

67  Jacob Stone "Arbitrariness, the Fair and Equitable Treatment Standard, and the International Law of 

Investment" (2012) 25 LJIL 77. See also broader discussion in Jeremy Waldron "Liberal Markets" (1994) 92 

Mich L Rev 1456. 

68  Sabino Cassese "Global Standards for National Administrative Procedure" (2005) 68 Law and Contemporary 

Problems 109 at 110. 

69  United Nations Human Rights Committee Mukong v Cameroon (Views) CCPR/C/51/D/458/1991 (1994) at 

[9.8].  
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of being accountable: for example, speaking only of restraining the Council. In particular, 'not 

arbitrary' would fall well short of showing appropriately purposive use of power, the antithesis of 

unconstrained ends pursued by any and all means.  

In contrast, an approach proactively connecting the Council's accountability to both means and 

ends, including their lawfulness, would facilitate deliberation before decisions as well as evaluation 

afterwards. This is significant in realising the Council's raison d'être, since, as Ian Hurd notes, the 

Council's power:70 

… depends on being seen by states as a legitimate actor in world politics [because legitimacy] gives 

strength to rules set down by international institutions that have little or no capacity to enforce them; it 

affects how states think about complying with or violating rules … . The Security Council is unlikely to 

face whole-scale delegitimation in the near future, but the terms of its power are subject to reinterpretation 

by states … . 

In terms of other foundations for Council accountability, legitimacy is also interconnected with 

the good faith principle as an element of states' dealings in the system of international law. As Michel 

Virally has said:71 

Nobody can ignore that good faith forms part of the foundation of the whole international legal structure 

without running the risk of reducing international law to a set of hollow legal formulas. 

This seems to concern no actor so much as the Council, since it is from the system of international 

law that the Council draws its unmatched authority, and on which its unparalleled decision making 

rights depend, in dealing with the interminable complexities of international peace and security that 

affect the world. Bolstered only by hollow legal formulas, the Council's task quickly slides downscale, 

unhindered: from Herculean to Sisyphean, from intractable to nugatory. 

How the principle applies in detail to international organisations is not without issues, and 

scholarly attention could, at another time, usefully be rehearsed in detail.72 This might review, on a 

broad front, the idea that if the Council as a collective has obligations and responsibility for their 

  

70  Ian Hurd After Anarchy: Legitimacy & Power in the United Nations Security Council (Princeton University 

Press, Princeton, 2007) at 194. See also Kenneth Manusama The United Nations Security Council in the Post-

Cold War Era: Applying the Principle of Legality (Martinus Nijhoff, Lieden, 2006). 

71  Michel Virally "Review Essay: Good Faith in Public International Law" (1983) 77 AJIL 130 at 134. 

72  To build on, for example, Robert Kolb "Principles as Sources of International Law (With Special Reference 

to Good Faith)" (2006) 53 NILR 1, especially pt 2 "Concept and Applications of Good Faith". Kolb notes a 

variety of pertinent scholarship, including some in English.  
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performance, then it should have acted to obtain the means necessary to its task: where it has not, 

paraphrasing Clyde Eagleton, could suggest a want of good faith.73 

For now, returning to Council legitimacy affords a sample illustration. If legitimacy is the fulcrum 

for the worth of the Council's authority, at least two manifestations of good faith are likely to weigh 

in the balance. Firstly, states' conduct as Council members, and secondly, the Council's conduct as a 

collective, noting that as Michel Virally explains it, good faith refers to rules of behaviour, such that:74  

… the expressed will be consistent with the real will and, more generally, that the legal reality be consistent 

with what it seems to be (that is, consistent with the appearances created by the declarations or the 

behaviour of legal actors). Good faith excludes any separation between reality and appearances. 

One might hope, for example, for careful observance of Charter provisions, such as the obligatory 

abstention respecting the art 27(3) requirement that "in decisions under Chapter VI, and under 

paragraph 3 of Article 52, a party to a dispute shall abstain from voting".75 This would be seen in a 

Council member recusing itself from voting when involved in a severe disagreement brought before 

the Council, rather than creating Virally's separation between reality and appearances by, for example, 

engaging in sophistries to avoid overt use of the form of words 'under Chapter VI' in a proposed 

resolution, or deploying creative ambiguity, in not finding a matter to be precisely 'a dispute'. 

Actual conduct in the Council may disappoint such expectations in both parts. For example, in 

2014 Ukraine sought Council assistance in relation to the situation in the Crimea, "which threatens 

the territorial integrity of Ukraine",76 after which "Russian troops illegally entered the territory of 

Ukraine in the Crimean peninsula on the ambiguous pretext of protecting the Russian-speaking 

population of Ukraine".77 To use Robert Kolb's words,78 Ukraine would seem to have had a legitimate  

 

  

  

73  See Eagleton, above n 5. 

74  Virally, above n 71, at 131. 

75  Charter of the United Nations, art 27(3). 

76  Letter dated 28 February 2014 from the Permanent Representative of Ukraine to the United Nations 

addressed to the President of the Security Council S/2014/136 (2014). 

77  Security Council Official Records: 7124th Meeting Record S/PV.7124 (2014) at 3 (Ukraine).  

78  Kolb, above n 72, at 17. 
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expectation that Russia would abstain from voting in any related decision. In fact, Russia not only did 

not abstain, but also vetoed the only proposal of substance in this matter, put forward by 42 United 

Nations member states.79 

Perhaps more worryingly, while some strongly protested action by Russia in the Ukraine, 80 

Russia's involvement in voting went unchallenged by any and all Council members.81 This obviated 

the need for some explanation of non-recusal (however unconvincing it may have been), not to 

mention contradicting good legal sense by allowing a state "to be party, judge and jury at the same 

time".82 

The apparent lapse in good faith behaviour by Russia thus seems matched by the communal lapse 

on the part of the Council, in failing to protest. Indeed, if it is a fair conclusion that obligatory 

abstentions "have vanished under a tacit agreement",83 then any and all Council members involved 

over the relevant years may have shown a lack of good faith in sufficiently observing the provisions 

of the Charter. 

Such disappointments aside, the Council is master of its own rules, and has the capacity to 

determine for itself a standard for showing good faith in Council deliberations and decisions, as indeed 

it can do on 'arbitrary'. For E10 and P5 alike, an articulated commitment to deliberate and decide in 

good faith, to explain decisions in keeping with principles as evidence to counter arbitrariness, and to 

meet other selected marks (perhaps to make proportionate responses, or to work in transparent 

processes, for example) could guide decision making by Council members, and inform reflection on 

those decisions when implemented (or not). The act of creating rules would itself demonstrate intent 

to conduct Council business accountably according to standards, rather than arbitrarily at the Council's 

will or whim, while drawing principles from law could direct decision making in a manner consistent 

  

79  Albania, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, 

Finland, France, Georgia, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Latvia, Liechtenstein, 

Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Montenegro, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Republic 

of Moldova, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Turkey, Ukraine, United Kingdom of Great Britain 

and Northern Ireland and United States of America: draft resolution S/2014/189 (2014). 

80  See for example Security Council Official Records: 7124th Meeting Record, above n 77, at 5 (United States) 

and 6 (United Kingdom). 

81  For a summary of relevant meetings and developments, see Security Council Report "April 2014 Monthly 

Forecast: Ukraine" (31 March 2014) <www.securitycouncilreport.org>. 

82  Security Council Official Records: 4753rd Meeting Record S/PV.4753 (2003) at 8 (Mr Nabil Elaraby, judge 

of the International Court of Justice speaking in his personal capacity).  

83  Security Council Report "April 2014 Monthly Forecast: In Hindsight: Obligatory Abstentions" (31 March 

2014) <www.securitycouncilreport.org>. 
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with upholding the rule of law. Overt adherence to those standards would also go a long way to 

demonstrating the Council's commitment to accountability. 

Just as important, taking such steps may strengthen the arm of any inclined to hold the Council to 

the standards of the Charter, including E10 members from time to time. 

In terms of implementation, the following section looks at formal change, noting that there are 

other ways to create or change rules. France, for example, has recently spawned discussion of new 

practice by suggesting that "that in the event of a mass crime [the P5] can decide to collectively 

renounce their veto powers",84 and, as Philippa Webb has noted on the veto power, "Article 27(3) of 

the Charter was redefined through practice … [and] later confirmed by the ICJ".85 

III REFOCUSING ON E10 VOTING 

As it stands, the Charter provides the only binding rules on voting in the Council. Under art 27 of 

the Charter, members each have one vote, confirming the intention that each be an independent agent 

when voting or otherwise participating in Council deliberations.86 Also by art 27, decisions on 

procedural matters require an affirmative vote of any nine members. Broadly, procedural matters 

include adoption of the meeting agenda, adoption of rules for conducting business, and application of 

those rules,87 the Provisional Rules of Procedure of the Security Council (Provisional ROP).88 Non-

procedural matters additionally require the concurring votes of the P5, originally meaning all must be 

in the majority, but concurrence now embraces abstention, or other non-participation by P5 members. 

  

84  See François Hollande "Speech by President of the Republic" (United Nations General Assembly, New York, 

24 September 2013); and see also United Nations Security Council "Speakers Call for Voluntary Suspension 

of Veto Rights in Cases of Mass Atrocity Crimes, as Security Council Debates Working Methods" (29 

October 2013) Meetings Coverage and Press Releases <www.un.org>. 

85  Philippa Webb "Deadlock or Restraint? The Security Council Veto and the Use of Force in Syria" (2014) 19 

Journal of Conflict & Security Law 471 at 481. 

86  Without ignoring the political consequences involved, or the reasons smaller or developing nations may have 

for seeking election to the Council. See for example: Bruce Bueno de Mesquita and Alastair Smith "The 

Pernicious Consequences of UN Security Council Membership" (2010) 54 Journal of Conflict Resolution 

667; and Ilyana Kuziemko and Eric Werker "How much is a seat on the Security Council worth?" (2006) 114 

Journal of Political Economy 905. See also Axel Dreher, Jan-Egbert Sturm and James Raymond Vreeland 

"Development aid and international politics: Does membership on the UN Security Council influence World 

Bank decisions?" (2009) 88 Journal of Development Economics 1. 

87  For example, application of Rules 37 and 39 whereby United Nations members that are not members of the 

Council, or others relevant to the matter, may be invited to participate in Council discussions without voting. 

88  Provisional Rules of Procedure of the Security Council S/96/Rev.7 (1982).  
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Council practice shows that non-procedural matters include adoption of substantive resolutions, and 

consideration of persons for appointments.89 

The art 27 veto power has attracted considerable scholarly attention.90 In the extant rules of the 

Council, though, a veto may negate a decision, but it cannot compel a decision. That is, with 15 

members, non-procedural decisions require the supporting votes of at least four of the E10 when 

supported unanimously by the P5, more if any of the P5 abstains or does not participate in voting. Of 

course, the make up of the E10 is very likely a key factor in how readily the P5 can garner support for 

proposals that they all agree on. 

Short of the Charter, the Provisional ROP are the extent of formal rules for the Council. As they 

stand, though, the Provisional ROP raise issues of form and substance. In form, they fall short by 

remaining provisional as noted by the representative of Singapore: "… it is remarkable that the 

Council's rules of procedure remain provisional after 57 years".91 Another two decades on, those rules 

are now unamended for over three decades, but still provisional. Whether or not this speaks to some 

disinclination of the Council to settle its rules, in substance the Provisional ROP also fall short by not 

dealing with decision-making rules that could be a conduct standard for the Council, or at least inform 

how the Council accounts for its decisions.92 In particular, voting rules do not feature, which means 

an enduring question remains open, namely: what are the roles and responsibilities of the members 

when making decisions?  

As noted by various members, "the Security Council derives its functions and powers from the 

Members of the United Nations and acts on their behalf",93 each "one of us must live up to the trust 

reposed in us by the United Nations, for we represent the United Nations as a whole, not merely our 

own Governments";94 and Council members should "always bear in mind, when considering our 

international problems, the collective interests of all nations and the responsibilities we have assumed 

  

89  The Council has foregone its earlier practice of framing procedural decisions as resolutions. 

90  For an overview, see Bardo Fassbender UN Security Council Reform and the Right of Veto: A Constitutional 

Perspective (Martinus Nijhoff, Leiden, 1998). See also Webb, above n 85. 

91  Security Council Official Records: 4616th Meeting Record S/PV.4616 (2002) at 3. 

92  Chapters cover the agenda, meetings, representation and credentials, the presidency, (procedures for) conduct 

of business, languages, publicity of meetings and records, admission of new members to the United Nations 

and relations of the Council with other United Nations organs.  

93  Security Council Official Records: 225th Meeting Record S/PV.225 (1947) at 13 (Australia). 

94  Security Council Official Records: 180th Meeting Record S/PV.180 (1947) at 1909 (United States of 

America). 
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in that direction".95 Despite such views, the Charter and the Provisional ROP are equally silent on the 

matter. For example, they do not indicate the manner in which Council members are to represent the 

wider Assembly from which they are drawn, or the extent to which this ought influence the votes they 

cast. They provide no rule for what members may consider, or must consider, or should not consider, 

in any given decision:96 

… when we, the members, produce decisions of the Council, should we factor in only our nat ional 

interests, or also the concerns of the international community? … when we produce decisions, how do we 

factor in the views of other Member States? 

Voting practice of the Council provides further insights. Except for appointments,97 voting is 

conducted in a public meeting of the Council, either with votes cast formally by a show of hands 

(usual for resolutions), or signified by a lack of response when the President offers an opportunity for 

objections to a decision (usual for approving a communiqué following a private Council meeting, for 

example).98 Leaving aside other matters of substance, of some 1220 Council resolutions passed since 

1 January 1996, over 90 per cent were unanimous decisions.99 During the same period, just four 

proposals failed to obtain the minimum of nine affirmative votes, while 32 negative votes cast by 

permanent members vetoed 26 proposals.100 An optimistic view might suggest that much productive 

work has been done to generate consensus. However, compared to the frequency with which, for 

  

95  Security Council Official Records: 34th Meeting Record S/PV.34 (1946) at 155 (Egypt). 

96  Security Council Official Records: 4403rd Meeting Record S/PV.4403 (2001) at 15 (Singapore). 

97  Voting on appointments – of a Secretary-General, or judges for the International Court of Justice – is by secret 

ballot and a form of plurality vote (generically, where options receiving a majority are said to be chosen or 

agreed).  

98  The latter is now routinely recorded as being without vote, but more strictly means without a show of hands. 

In wider parliamentary practice, a silence procedure such as this is one of the ways to conduct voting in a 

manner commonly termed voting viva voce, or 'voting by the voices'. In other chambers, this is a literal 

reference, where the person in the presiding chair 'listens' to determine, for example, whether the ayes or the 

nays are louder (more numerous). In the Council, current practice is that the President may call for objections, 

and, if hearing none, declares the proposal successful. The alternative of a show of hands is, in effect, the 

form of a division used for small assemblies. This practice is in contrast to the 'rising vote' of standing in one's 

place to cast one's vote, or, in a very large assembly, leaving one's place to pass by the nominated teller to 

register one's vote. The point of any such process is to find an unambiguous telling of the result, in the 

operating circumstances of the particular assembly. For additional background, see Robert and others, above 

n 41, at 44. 

99  Author's analysis of official reporting on almost 4,000 Council meetings held during this period. 

100 Author's review of verbatim meeting records for all meetings held during this period, validated against 

published summaries of voting at these meetings: see United Nations Security Council "Meetings Records" 

<http://www.un.org>. 
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example, dissenting opinions of judges are recorded without necessarily being considered 

problematic, this seems rather to suggest that consensus has been achieved at the cost of substantive 

deliberation, including that which would inform Council accountabilities if placed on the record.  

Combined with prior consultations as the main venue in which discussion takes place, long chains 

of unanimous decisions without accompanying logic make opaque the reasoning behind decisions of 

the Council. In particular, this approach obscures the important explanatory power found in reasons 

for individual dissent (for example, as shown in the importance of the dissenting opinions of judges), 

especially impartial and nonpartisan dissent; or in the Council, something other than simply that state's 

national self-interest pursued at the expense of collective interests in seeing international peace and 

security properly maintained.  

Moreover, this pattern tends to create doubt as to whether the Council actually could evidence a 

conduct standard – for example, being 'not arbitrary' – in the absence of records showing collective 

reasoning (as opposed to the narrative text that now often appears as the bulk of a resolution), or 

individual members' reasoning (visible only to the extent that it occurs in public meetings). For 

example, a lengthy and complex decision on financing of terrorist acts was passed unanimously to 

become Resolution 1373, in a meeting that lasted just five minutes: the record of which does not 

provide the final reasoning of the collective, or of individual members, being "a draft resolution 

prepared in the course of the Council's prior consultations", a form of words that appears regularly in 

Council records.101 This could be taken as the epitome of efficient decision-making. However, since 

it was negotiated off the public record, and is without effective explanation on the record, the approach 

cloaks the process and obscures its rationales so any evaluation is unavoidably speculative and 

accountability effectively negated. 

This highlights a real conundrum for the Council. What, and why, it decides stands as the record 

on which others form an opinion as to the legitimacy of the Council, whether or not there is an 

accountability mechanism in place to make a formal review (judicial, or any otherwise where an 

accounting is found to be owed). A lack of stated obligations, and the intention to be accountable 

accordingly, may leave the Council more degrees of flexibility in its decision-making, but that will 

count for little without achieving the compliance with its decisions necessary to realising its purpose. 

Similarly there may be positive reasons for having less discussion on the record, but recording little 

works more to afford, or is seen more to afford, plausible deniability at the expense of accountability. 

The lack of rules on what to consider when voting also seems to belie the notion that members are 

fairly cast as representatives and should be accountable as such. To account for actual representation, 

one might, for example, at least expect commitment to:  

 accounting for more than national self-interest in deliberations and decisions; 

  

101  Security Council Official Records: 4385th Meeting Record S/PV.4385 (2001) at 2. 
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 some manner and means of obtaining, considering and representing expressed views of the 

larger United Nations membership;  

 requirements to express reasoning when voting (to evidence representation); and  

 some form of reporting to render a genuine accounting for decisions (which current practice 

on art 15(1) annual reports does not cover). 

The Council's elected membership could press for adding new rules to the Provisional ROP. As 

a procedural decision, in accordance with the Charter art 27 this calls for the affirmative vote of any 

nine members. The E10 could achieve this even if the P5 object. Objecting seems an unlikely use of 

political capital by the P5, as would be vetoing such a step if it was somehow construed as a non-

procedural decision. 

IV CONCLUSION 

A more accountable Security Council is unlikely without finding obligations accepted as applying 

to the Council, which requires both an expression of obligations and a means of asserting them. 

Expressing obligations calls for a model of relationships drawn from a coherent Weltanschauung, 

consequent accountabilities based on that model, and articulated conduct standards to provide 

necessary pragmatic specificity. Asserting such obligations by deploying E10 voting power, to amend 

the Council's Provisional ROP, would provide one enduring means of doing so and, by so doing, the 

E10 may be able to counter the impression that the Council is always captive to the P5.  

The latter step is more profound than just creating rules for their own sake. For the price of the 

E10 having to consider such standards in their own voting, they would see profit in gaining an 

enduring influence over Council decisions, becoming an effective counterweight with some hold over 

the voting conduct of the P5. For example, requiring reasoning, presumably with a sound legal basis, 

for a state's decision as to voting, puts a limit on the extent to which national self-interest is a sufficient 

rationale and, when put on the record, a good faith basis on which a state's interests need not be 

suffered unduly to override the United Nations' collective interest in maintaining international peace 

and security. 

The chances of success for such a scheme would be improved by the rolling presence on the 

Council of like-minded E10 members who share the intent to make it so. That is, so much as it is 

incumbent upon the Council to show leadership in setting a better example on accountability, it is also 

incumbent upon the General Assembly to elect E10 members to see that through. Such intent may be 

uncovered sooner, and maintained despite effluxion of E10 terms of office, if the process of electing 

E10 members gave more weight to considerations other than geographical groupings of states. This 

might incorporate due account of states' contributions to the cause of international peace and security, 

perhaps as shown by their performance in representing the broader membership, a related voting 

record fairly seen as expressing more than self-national interest, and unblemished (or at least well-

remediated) behaviour of their troops contributed to peace missions. A good start might be made just 
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by seeking more scrupulous observance of art 27(3) via obligatory abstention, not least by protesting 

the conduct of other states on that basis. 

 

 

 


